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a b s t r a c t

Over the last three decades, Cryo-TEM has developed into a powerful technique for high-resolution imag-
ing of biological macromolecules in their native vitrified state. However, the method for vitrifying spec-
imens onto EM grids is essentially unchanged – application of �3 lL sample to a grid, followed by
blotting and rapid plunge freezing into liquid ethane. Several trials are often required to obtain suitable
thin (few hundred nanometers or less) vitrified layers amenable for cryo-TEM imaging, which results in
waste of precious sample and resources. While commercially available instruments provide some level of
automation to control the vitrification process in an effort to increase quality and reproducibility, obtain-
ing satisfactory vitrified specimens remains a bottleneck in the Cryo-TEM pipeline. We describe here a
completely novel method for EM specimen preparation based on small volume (picoliter to nanoliter)
dispensing using inkjet technology. A first prototype system (Spotiton v0.5) demonstrates feasibility of
this new approach for specimen vitrification. A piezo-electric inkjet dispenser is integrated with optical
real-time cameras (100 Hz frame rate) to analyze picoliter to nanoliter droplet profiles in-flight and
spreading dynamics on the grid, and thus provides a method to optimize timing of the process. Using
TEM imaging and biochemical assays we demonstrate that the piezo-electric inkjet mechanism does
not disrupt the structural or functional integrity of macromolecules. These preliminary studies provide
insight into the factors and components that will need further development to enable a robust and
repeatable technique for specimen vitrification using this novel approach.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over thirty years ago, Dubochet and colleagues (Dubochet and
McDowall, 1981; Lepault et al., 1983) first demonstrated that bio-
logical specimens in their native hydrated state could be embed-
ded in vitrified buffer and imaged in the transmission electron
microscope (TEM) without loss of structural preservation. This
paved the way for the development of cryo-TEM as a field (re-
viewed in (Dobro et al., 2010)) and the technique has been used
to study a vast array of structures over the past three decades. Dur-
ing this period, there have been major technical advances in instru-
mentation, image processing and analysis algorithms used to
extract three-dimensional structures from noisy and low contrast
projection images (Jensen, 2010a,b,c). However, specimen prepara-
tion has essentially remained unchanged since first described in
1981 (Dubochet and McDowall, 1981); the typical protocol com-
prised of pipetting a volume (�3 lL) of sample onto the surface
of a carbon film supported on a copper mesh grid, then blotting
ll rights reserved.
the sample to a thin layer by applying filter paper to one or both
sides of the grid, followed by quickly plunging into liquid ethane
(Fig. 1A). A variety of devices have been developed to optimize this
method, including both home-made guillotine plungers and more
automated commercial devices (Dobro et al., 2010). All of them,
however, rely on using macroscopically large filter paper surfaces
to blot the sample to a thin film on the order of 100’s of nm in
depth. The outcome of this method is often not optimal, with large
areas of the grid surface covered in vitrified sample that is either
too thick or too thin and thus unsuitable for particle imaging. Even
highly skilled technicians may need to spend considerable effort
optimizing this process for a new specimen; precious specimen is
consumed by each trial, and time is wasted both in the laboratory
and on the microscope to evaluate the prepared grids. Specimen
preparation thus remains a bottleneck for the field of cryo-TEM
and new techniques are needed to provide vitrified samples in a
more controlled and efficient manner.

In addition to the traditional method of specimen pipetting
and blotting, a variant method involves creating a dense spray
of specimen (1–20 lm droplets) using nebulizers, micro-nozzles
and electrospray mechanisms (Berriman and Unwin, 1994; White
et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2009), where the grid is plunged through the
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Fig.1. Traditional blotting vs. new method for vitrification of specimens. (A)
Traditional method comprised of pipetting specimens (�3 lL) onto TEM grids,
followed by manual blotting and plunge into liquid ethane. (B) New method utilizes
inkjet dispensing of picoliter to nanoliter volumes of specimens onto grids, surface
spreading of droplets followed by vitrification. (C) Inkjet head based on piezo-
electric technology enables programmable specimen dispensing in discrete droplets
utilizing accurately timed voltage pulses.
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sprayed region on its way to vitrification in the liquid ethane bath.
Droplets landing on the grid surface spread out on contact due to
surface hydrophilicity and do not need further blotting. A major
advantage of this method is the precise timing and in-flight appli-
cation of the specimen to the grid, which allows for rapid (sub-
10 ms) molecular events to be trapped, thus allowing for time-
resolved cryo-TEM studies (Walker et al., 1999; Barnard, 2009;
Lu et al., 2009). While this method does not use blotting, there
is little control over individual droplet sizes or the precise timing
of when the droplets impact the grid surface. Obtaining ice of
suitable thickness due to droplet spreading thus remains an
unpredictable process dependent on the individual droplet
behavior and its interaction with the grid. Moreover, the liquid-
handling devices used for these processes often entail large
dead-volumes and thus specimen wastage, perhaps one of the pri-
mary reasons why this particular method has not seen more
mainstream usage.
New technology for dispensing precisely controlled volumes of
sample onto discrete spots on a surface has been driven by the
interest and investment in DNA and protein microarrays; recently
using non-contact ‘‘print-heads’’ to spot biological samples onto
precisely defined targets on a microscope slide (Jain et al., 2012).
Non-contact printing can be achieved using piezoelectric ‘‘inkjet’’
printing (Kyser et al., 1981), a technology developed over the last
30 years. The technique uses a piezoelectric element to impulsively
impart an acoustic pressure wave to liquid in the tip of a fine noz-
zle, causing a droplet of the liquid to be ejected from the tip, pre-
cisely controlled to 10’s of pL (Wijshoff, 2010). Additionally, and of
particular interest to cryo-TEM, is that piezo-electric based dis-
pensing is compatible with a wide range of biological specimens
such as nucleic acids (Blanchard et al., 1996), proteins (Nagaraj
et al., 2008; Nagaraj, 2011), bacteria (Bruns et al., 2003), mamma-
lian cells (Saunders et al., 2008) and nanoparticles, micron-sized
beads, polymers and aggregates (for a detailed review refer to
(Calvert, 2001)). Moreover, inkjet print-heads are available com-
mercially and are robust due to the technological maturity of the
microarray market. Given these technical and logistical advanta-
ges, we have initiated the integration of piezo-electric inkjet tech-
nology as a specimen application step in cryo-TEM to increase the
efficiency of obtaining thin vitrified particles (Fig. 1B).

In this paper, we describe a prototype that integrates a piezo-
electric inkjet dispense head into a custom-designed vitrification
system. Picoliter to nanoliter volumes of specimens were dis-
pensed onto continuous and holey carbon grids, plunge-vitrified
and evaluated by particle imaging using cryo-TEM. Precise vol-
umes were programmed by selecting the total number of discrete
droplets (32 pL each) ejected from the inkjet head using a rectan-
gular pulse train (Fig. 1C). The droplets are monitored in real-time
using side and rear view cameras to study the in-flight and on-grid
droplet dynamics, respectively. Results indicate the feasibility of
obtaining thin-ice areas suitable for particle imaging. Real-time
imaging using the rear-view camera system provides detailed
information regarding the spreading and evaporation profiles for
various droplet-substrate configurations; useful to study the drop-
let dynamics and determine critical time points. While piezo-elec-
tric inkjet dispensing has been utilized for fabricating protein
arrays, to our knowledge there is no report of its use in TEM spec-
imen preparation. Therefore, a concern regarding particle stability
post-dispensing was addressed to ensure that the electro-physical
mechanism of piezo-electric dispensing itself did not disrupt mac-
romolecular structure or degrade proteins (using specimens such
as Tobacco Mosaic Virus, GroEL, Lipid Nanotubes, Microtubules
and Cucumber Necrosis Virus).

The developments reported here provide strong evidence of the
feasibility of using inkjet technology (in this case based on piezo-
electric dispensing) as an improved method for delivering speci-
men onto grids prior to vitrification. As this is a first prototype sys-
tem, controls for a variety of critical environmental parameters (e.g.
relative humidity, temperature) have not yet been incorporated.
Also, droplet spreading was limited by the surface wettability of
carbon films achievable by traditional plasma treatments and thin
ice reported here was obtainable only after significant evaporation.
Work in progress now includes incorporating these environmental
controls and substantially increasing surface wettability to maxi-
mize droplet spreading and minimize the need for evaporation.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Equipment setup

The instrument is constructed on a vibration resistant bread-
board (Performance Series I, ThorLabs, CA), as shown in Fig. 2A–C
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and S3, and comprises of four major subsystems: (i) An inkjet dis-
pensing system, (ii) A pneumatic plunging system, (iii) A side-view
camera system, and (iv) A rear-view camera system. The inkjet dis-
pensing system consists of a 24 lm bore piezo-electric inkjet dis-
pense head (Engineering Arts, AZ) hydraulically coupled to a
syringe pump via control valves and finally to a 0.2 lm filtered
water reservoir. Prior to sample aspiration and inkjet dispensing,
the water column is flushed with 500 lL of water to remove any
residual particles or bubbles, and to establish a continuous water
column between the dispense head tip and water reservoir. There-
after, the piezo-electric inkjet controller (DE03, Engineering Arts,
AZ) triggers a sequence of programmable rectangular pulses corre-
sponding to single droplet generation. Droplet generation is veri-
fied by the side-view camera system (described below) and in
case of inconsistent droplet profiles, the inkjet head is flushed
again as described above. Thereafter, the sample is aspirated
(�5 lL) and similarly verified for droplet generation using the
side-view camera. The inkjet head is mounted onto a miniature
pneumatic slide table (MXQ6-20, SMC Corp., IN), allowing for
switching between two (20 mm separated) positions using a (first)
lever controlled manual pneumatic valve. The dispense head/pneu-
matic slide table assembly is further mounted onto a manual rota-
tion and three-axis stage (Newport, CA) for precise positioning of
the inkjet head relative to the EM grid. The pneumatic plunging
system is comprised of a manual toggle clamp mounted to the
external rod of a pneumatic plunge cylinder (MTS20-100-F9BL,
SMC Corp., IN). The toggle clamp holds a fine tipped tweezers,
Fig.2. Equipment model, setup and inkjet head positioning. (A) 3D model of equipment c
view optics, dispense head and positioning stages. (B) Close-up model view of the inkje
process monitored by the rear and side-view optics. (C) Integrated equipment setup for
inkjet dispense head utilized for picoliter to nanoliter specimen dispensing. (E) Side v
dispense. (F) Time-lapse sequence of a single droplet of specimen (�32 pL) dispensed from
on pneumatic stage, (j)-manual pneumatic plunging valve, (m)-manual 3-axis positio
assembly, (q)-liquid ethane reservoir, (r)-rear-view camera, (s)-side-view camera, (t)-twe
(w)-manual 2-axis stage for positioning dispense head.
which is used to hold the EM grid. The mounting panel of the pneu-
matic plunge cylinder is attached to a three-axis manual stage
(Model A, Line Tools, PA) mounted on a raised solid aluminum plat-
form. Plunge of the pneumatic cylinder into a reservoir of liquid
ethane placed directly below is initiated using a (second) lever
controlled manual pneumatic valve. The side-view camera system
consists of a monochromatic camera (UEYE UI-1220SE-M, IDS
Imaging, MA) illuminated by an LED strobe-light. The strobe-on
pulses are generated by the piezo-electric controller at a delay
and time-period post-dispensing single droplets (typically 10 and
100 ls, respectively). The rear-view camera system is comprised
of an objective lens turret holding a 4X, 10X and 20X objective lens
(OT1, RMS4X, RMS10X, RMS20X – Thorlabs, CA), and connected to
a 30 mm cage cube with a dichroic filter via lens tubes (C4 W,
MD499, SM1L – Thorlabs, CA). A blue LED controlled by an LED dri-
ver (M470L2, LEDD1B Thorlabs, CA) supplies the inlet light source.
A rear-view camera (DVC340 M, DVC Company, TX) is attached to
the cube for real-time image capture and image acquisition con-
trolled by a custom application written in Java (utilizing the cam-
era API supplied by the vendor).

2.2. Precise spatial targeting and fluorescence imaging of inkjet
dispensed specimens

A fluorescence dye (Atto 488, Atto-Tec GmbH, Germany) was
diluted to 1 lg/mL in Phosphate Buffered Saline and aspirated into
the inkjet dispense head and verified for droplet generation as
omponents (notations provided below), comprised of the plunge axis, rear and side-
t dispense head positioned in proximity to the EM grid and the specimen dispense
inkjet dispense and vitrification (notations provided below). (D) Front view of the

iew showing the positioned EM grid and inkjet dispense head prior to specimen
the inkjet head. Notations in (A–C): (g)–EM grid, (h)–inkjet dispense head mounted

ner holding plunge assembly, (o)-rear-view objective lens, (p)-pneumatic plunge
ezers holding EM grid, (u)-LED strobe light, (v)-manual rotation and z-axis stage and
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described above. Droplet positioning relative to the rear-view cam-
era was performed using a plain glass slide mounted on the plunge
assembly (instead of the tweezers). The three axis stage carrying
the inkjet dispense system was positioned to obtain a droplet at
the center of the camera field of view. Thereafter, a holey carbon
grid (CFlat 2 lm holes, 0.5 lm spacing – ProtoChips Inc., NC) was
treated (or not) in an Oxygen/Argon plasma environment (Solarus
Model 950, Gatan Inc., CA) for 5–10 s and positioned in front of the
objective using tweezers mounted on the plunge assembly. The
targeted square areas of the grid were manually aligned using
the three-axis stage to the center of the field of view of the rear-
view camera and at �500 lm from the tip of the inkjet dispense
tip (Fig. 2D). Thereafter, 64 pL (2 droplets) were dispensed into
the targeted squares and the grid repositioned to create the desired
pattern. The grid was subsequently imaged on an inverted fluores-
cence microscope (TE-2000U, Nikon, USA).

2.3. Structure and biochemical assay of macromolecules post-inkjet
dispensing

Macromolecules in their compatible buffers including GroEL,
Ni-Lipid Nanotubes, Microtubules and Cucumber Necrosis Virus
(CNV) were aspirated and dispensed (32 nL) onto continuous car-
bon grids (previously treated with plasma, as described above).
Shortly after dispensing, the dispense head was retracted, and
3 lL of 2% Uranyl Acetate was manually pipetted onto the grid
and blotted away with filter paper (Grade I, Whatman-GE Health-
care). After drying, these negatively stained grids were imaged
using a Technai Spirit TEM (FEI Inc., OR) at various magnifications
(500–50,000�). Biochemical assays for stability of functional activ-
ity of macromolecular complex Human Dicer/TRBP was conducted
pre- and post-inkjet dispensing. The Dicer–TRBP complex was
purified as previously described (Lau et al., 2009). The sample
was divided into two fractions of 7 lL; one was passed through
the inkjet dispenser while the other was kept as control. Both sam-
ples were used in an assay verifying dicing activity (MacRae et al.,
2007). Briefly, dicing reactions were carried out at 37 �C and con-
tained 50 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5). A Cy5-la-
beled dsRNA, 30 base-pair long, was used as the substrate to test
the dicing ability of the complex into identifiable �21–22 nucleo-
tide fragments. The dsRNA was then incubated with the Dicer/
TRBP enzyme complex (at 400 nM) samples from the experimental
and control vials for 15-min and 45-min time points. Thereafter,
the reagents were run on a 14% PAGE gel and the gel imaged to
identify the product band.

2.4. Vitrification protocol

Specimens were diluted in appropriate buffers and concentra-
tions (GroEL: 100 lg/mL; Tobacco Mosaic Virus – TMV: 100 lg/
mL) and pipetted into a sample vial for aspiration. The inkjet dis-
pense head was flushed with water and verified for droplet gener-
ation as described above. Thereafter, 5 lL of specimen was
aspirated from the sample reservoir and droplet generation con-
firmed using the side-view camera. A plasma-treated continuous
carbon grid (prepared in house) or holey carbon grid (Protochips,
Inc.) were held with fine tweezers and mounted in position on
the pneumatic plunge system. A liquid ethane reservoir (sur-
rounded by liquid nitrogen) was prepared and positioned below
the plunge assembly. Thereafter, a precise amount of specimen
was dispensed, the pneumatic slide table (holding the inkjet head)
retracted and the grid plunged into liquid ethane, all under manual
control. Throughout the process the rear-view camera provided
real-time visual feedback on the monitor and recorded 100 Hz
frame rate video into computer memory. The vitrified grids were
rapidly transferred into liquid nitrogen, as per standard cryo-TEM
protocol (Grassucci et al., 2007), and stored in liquid nitrogen dew-
ars until cryo-TEM imaging.

2.5. Cryo-TEM imaging

Vitrified grids as described above were transferred under liquid
nitrogen into a cryo-cooled grid holder, as per standard cryo-TEM
protocol (Grassucci et al., 2007). The grid holder was then inserted
into a Technai F20 or Spirit TEM microscope (FEI Inc., OR). The Leg-
inon system was used for all automated microscopy and image
capture (Suloway et al., 2005). Initially, the specimen was manu-
ally located on the grid at the targeted regions. Thereafter, a low
magnification (�100x) atlas was generated and a mosaic generated
surrounding the specimen region. Medium (500–5000x) and high-
magnification images (50,000x) were acquired using the Leginon
multi-scale imaging application (Suloway et al., 2005).
3. Results

3.1. Piezo-electric inkjet dispensing and vitrification system

To test if picoliter to nanoliter dispensing of specimen using
piezo-electric inkjet technology can be utilized for cryo-TEM, we
developed a custom system that integrated several modules as
shown in Fig. 2A–C. A commercially available piezo-electric dis-
pense head was incorporated with central bore size 24 lm
(Fig. 2D). This head was capable of dispensing discrete specimen
droplets of 32 pL; observed in-flight using a stroboscopic LED light
and side-view lens/camera system, which allowed for viewing dis-
pensed droplets at precise time-points (0–100 lsecs) after droplet
generation from the head (Fig. 2F and for video see S.1). Specimen
dispense was triggered by software via the accompanying piezo-
electric head control module and the number of droplets, frequency
and droplet velocity could be modified as desired. S.2 shows a video
of 1000 droplets (32 nL), being dispensed onto a continuous carbon
EM grid located 500 lm from the dispense head (Fig. 2E), demon-
strating on-axis and linear trajectory of dispensed droplets. Rear-
view imaging at an acquisition rate of 100 Hz allowed for visualiz-
ing droplet impact, spreading and evaporation dynamics. The rear-
view camera was also used to align the grid with the dispense head
and provided a way to visualize different dispense conditions on the
same grid (prior to vitrification). The grid and dispense head were
independently manipulated for alignment using two 3-axis manual
positioners, which allowed for precise targeting of specimen drop-
lets on the grid. The close proximity of the dispense head to the grid
(500 lm) required retracting the head away immediately after the
dispense sequence was completed (in order to protect it from being
damaged by the tweezers holding the grid), prior to initiating the
plunge into liquid ethane. This was accomplished by mounting
the dispense head on a miniature pneumatic stage whose binary
position (in or out) was controlled by a hand-operated pneumatic
valve. A 90� rotation stage was incorporated to rotate the dispense
head between the vertical (specimen aspiration) and horizontal
(specimen dispense) positions, which also provided a way to re-
trieve remaining specimen from the dispense head. The vertical po-
sition allowed for specimens to be aspirated directly from vials and
well-plates. The overall sequence of events from specimen aspira-
tion into the head, to droplet dispense onto a grid and plunge into
liquid ethane is shown in an animated solid model (video S.3).

3.2. Spatial targeting and influence of substrate hydrophilicity on
droplet spreading

We next evaluated the feasibility to spatially dispense specimen
droplets to targeted areas on the grid. The ability to precisely align
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and confine droplets on the substrate could open up the possibility
for delivery of multiple samples per grid in the future, increasing
the throughput of cryo-TEM experimentation. The inkjet head
was used to dispense droplets into targeted grid squares to write
the letters ‘‘N’’, ‘‘R’’, ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘M’’ using 64 pL (2 droplets) per grid-
square (Fig. 3A), aligned using the 3-axis manual micro-positioner.
The positioning was possible by first registering the droplet (on sac-
rificial areas), and then moving subsequent targeted areas of the
grid to the center using the rear-view camera. Spatial targeting
was confirmed by fluorescence imaging of the specimens (ex/em:
488/520 dye) on the grid. Droplet impact and spreading was further
studied in hydrophobic and hydrophilic conditions. As shown in
Fig. 3B, for untreated carbon grids the contact angle observed was
�90�, upon droplet dispensing (25 droplets) and image capture.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 3C, when the carbon grids were treated
in an Oxygen/Argon plasma discharge, the contact angles reduced
to �15�. This effect of surface wettability was evaluated for smaller
volume (64 pL, 2 droplets) dispensing of fluorescent specimens on
holey carbon grids by fluorescence and phase imaging (Fig. 3D–E),
with marked improvement in droplet spreading and uniformity
within the targeted squares for the hydrophilic conditions.
Fig.3. Precise spatial and temporal control of specimen dispensing on EM grids. (A) Flu
single EM grid using inkjet dispensing of 64 pL (2 droplets) fluorescent dye into individu
dispensed (25 droplets) on (B) untreated and (C) plasma treated continuous carbon
microscopy of inkjet dispensed specimens on (D) untreated and (E) plasma treated holey
targeting of a single droplet (32 pL) within a square of a holey carbon grid and real-tim
drying times of 1–10 droplets of specimens dispensed onto EM grids as evaluated by real-
3.3. Real-time visualization of droplet dynamics on EM grids

As one of the goals of this new methodology is to eliminate
manual blotting, it is important that the grid be vitrified at time-
points when the sample thickness is suitable for cryo-TEM imag-
ing. This can be accomplished by viewing the droplet dynamics
(spreading and drying) on the grid in real-time and triggering the
plunge process (for vitrification) at an optimal time-point post-dis-
pensing. Fig. 3F shows specific frames of a time-series (0–300 ms)
of 1 droplet (32 pL) targeted within a square of a holey carbon grid
(S.4 for a 100 Hz frame rate video). At the existing environment
conditions (RH 10%, Temperature 25 �C), a single droplet dries (as
observable by rear-view imaging) within 300 ms upon impact onto
the grid. Fig. 3G shows mean drying times observed for multiple
droplets (1 to 10) at similar environmental conditions. Under these
conditions, higher number of droplets led to longer drying times
(and also larger spreading distances on the grid; data not shown).
Also, the repeatability of the droplet dynamics (based on drying
times) is high for the droplets dispensed on the grid, allowing for
automated plunging events to be accurately timed in future
systems.
orescent light microscopy images of the letters ‘‘N’’, ‘‘R’’, ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘M’’ printed on a
al square targets (�30 lm) using manual positioning. (B–C) Side-view image of 8 nL
EM grids with corresponding contact angles. (D–E) Fluorescent and phase light
carbon grids indicating non-uniform and uniform spreading, respectively. (F) Spatial
e image sequence capture using the rear-view camera. (G) Graph indicating mean
time rear-view imaging (under environmental conditions RH: 10% and Temp: 25 �C).
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3.4. Particle structure and functional stability

For application of inkjet technology to TEM imaging, it is imper-
ative that the dispensing technology itself does not degrade the
macromolecules or their complexes. Therefore, to evaluate the ef-
fect of the piezo-electric inkjet heads on particle structure stability,
several macromolecules with known structures (GroEL, Microtu-
bules, Lipid Nanotubes, Cucumber Necrosis Virus) were dispensed
(32 nL, 1000 droplets) onto carbon-film grids and then subse-
quently negative stained manually with 2% Uranyl Acetate (nega-
tive stain applied within 10 s of sample dispensing). As shown in
Fig. 4A–D, particles in all four cases were structurally intact (com-
parable to their previously known structures) with no evidence of
morphological disruption. To further confirm the compatibility of
piezo-electric inkjet dispensing for maintaining functional activity
of eukaryotic complexes, human Dicer/TRBP complex was dis-
pensed via the piezo-electric inkjet head into a test aliquot and
its ability to dice double stranded RNA compared to control ali-
quots. Results indicated that the inkjet dispensing did not affect
the dicing activity (incubation time-periods of 15 and 45 min) of
the Dicer/TRBP complex as assessed on an RNA gel (Fig. S.7).

3.5. Inkjet specimen dispensing, vitrification and cryo-TEM

Following confirmation that biological macromolecules ap-
peared stable after inkjet dispensing and that droplet dynamics
were observable in real-time on the grid, the next step was to estab-
lish feasibility of using the integrated inkjet dispensing, plunging
and vitrification system to obtain samples suitable for cryo-TEM
imaging. For this purpose, 1.6 nL (50 droplets) of Tobacco Mosaic
Virus (TMV) and 3.2 nL (100 droplets) of a molecular chaperone
(GroEL), were dispensed onto continuous carbon (Fig. 5A) and holey
Fig.4. Structural and functional preservation of macromolecules dispensed using the piez
(A) GroEL, (B) Ni-Lipid Nanotubes, (C) Microtubules and (D) Cucumber Necrosis Virus (C
carbon grids (Fig. 5B) respectively, and vitrified at time-points prior
to complete drying of the droplet. All experimental conditions were
at RH 10% and temperature 25 �C, with the plunge process triggered
under manual operator control (using real-time visual feedback
from the rear-view camera). The continuous carbon grids provided
a non-porous surface for droplet spreading, which allowed for uni-
form spreading in a radial manner (video S.5). Also, after the
spreading was complete (within 200 ms) and the droplet was pin-
ned, drying patterns could be observed within 2 s (Fig. 5A, top
row). On visual onset of the drying patterns, the grids were plunged
for vitrification and imaged using cryo-TEM. At low magnification,
typical spot profiles were circular with dark (thicker) center areas
and lighter (thinner) areas towards the perimeter. Droplet thick-
ness was such that TMV particles could be observed only in the
peripheral areas (Fig. 5A, bottom row). In the case of holey carbon
grids (porous due to the 2 lm holes), the spreading profile was
more complex. Instead of uniform circular spreading, the dispensed
volume traversed through the 2 lm holes in the carbon membrane
to both sides of the grid, spreading and then contacting the support
copper mesh, which induced local droplet dynamics within the
squares (video S6). Sample spreading over the grid is complete
within 300 ms and the manual plunge triggered at 4 s, when the
sample was observed receding due to evaporation (Fig. 5B, top
row). Low-magnification cryo-TEM images correlate with observa-
tions on the 100 Hz real-time videos, indicating individual squares
displaying local droplet drying dynamics (Fig. 5B, bottom row).
Squares on the grid could be identified where vitrified sample
was thin enough for visualizing GroEL in vitrified ice suspended
over holes. For TMV particles, the 23 A� diffraction patterns were
identifiable, and for GroEL, two-dimensional class averages of
selected top-view particles indicated sevenfold symmetry – both
results suggesting preservation of particle morphology.
o-electric inkjet head. Negative stains of inkjet dispensed macromolecules including
NV) particles. Insets show magnified views of each macromolecule.



Fig.5. Inkjet dispensing, vitrification and cryo-TEM of specimens on EM grids. (A) Top panel: Inkjet dispense and vitrification of 1.6 nL (50 droplets) of Tobacco Mosaic Virus
(TMV) onto continuous carbon grids and rear-view imaging of specimen drying profiles. Yellow arrows indicate onset of drying within specific regions and after specified
time-points. Bottom panel: Cryo-TEM imaging of specimen prepared above at low (100�), medium (560�) and high magnification (52,000�). (B) Top panel: Inkjet dispense
and vitrification of 3.2 nL (100 droplets) of GroEL onto holey carbon grids and rear-time imaging of specimen drying profiles. Blue arrows indicate edge profile of dispensed
sample on the grid after specific time-points. Bottom panel: Cryo-TEM imaging of specimen prepared above at low (120�), medium (5000�) and high magnification
(50,000�). Inset represents a 2D class average of GroEL particles.
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4. Discussion and conclusion

As investigated in this study, integration of inkjet dispensing
and plunge vitrification for cryo-TEM sample preparation offers
several advantages. Primarily, the volume of specimen used is
greatly reduced compared to traditional pipetting and manual
blotting techniques (�3 lL specimen volume), by a factor of at
least 1000x (�3 nL, 100 droplets dispensed). With further optimi-
zation, substrate and instrument development (discussed below),
specimen usage could be further reduced to 100,000� (�32 pL, sin-
gle droplet dispensed). Such reduction in required specimen vol-
ume will be particularly valuable in cases of limited availability
(such as eukaryotic membrane proteins and complexes) where
optimizing sample preparation conditions is a major bottle-neck
for cryo-TEM imaging. Given the repeatability of inkjet dispensing
and droplet dynamics (exemplified in Fig. 3E–G), research groups
should be able to archive accurate dispense parameters that
yielded optimal vitrification for a particular specimen, resulting
in improved success for cryo-TEM imaging and particle
reconstruction.

Inkjet dispensing using the piezo-electric heads in this study,
maintained specimen stability as evaluated by imaging the struc-
ture and function of known macromolecules post-dispensing on
carbon grids or by biochemical assay (Fig. 4A–D, Fig. S.7 and 5A
and B), which supports the potential of this novel method for
cryo-TEM sample preparation. In the current instrument (Spotiton
v0.5), a rear-view camera (with accompanying optics) was posi-
tioned behind the grid (Fig. 2A–B). This enabled a number of novel
features, including the ability to spatially target the specimen
droplets precisely on desired locations on the grid (Fig. 3A–E)
and real-time visualization of droplet dynamics on-grid for evalu-
ating spreading and drying profiles (Fig. 3F and G). Specimens were
targeted to the center of the grid (physically marked and optically
identifiable), which enabled rapid identification of the dispensed
spot during TEM low magnification imaging (Fig. 5A and B). Future
versions of the instrument will take advantage of this precise spa-
tial targeting and potentially also include multiple dispense heads
to enable multiple specimen dispensing on a single grid. This is ex-
pected to significantly increase sample preparation throughput
and cryo-TEM imaging, to �10 samples on a single grid (3 mm
diameter standard) with sufficient area coverage for each spot for
TEM imaging and particle reconstruction.

While piezo-electric inkjet technology offers several advanta-
ges, much development is required to mature this technology into
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a mainstream technique for cryo-TEM sample preparation. In the
current instrument (Spotiton v0.5), pneumatic stages were used
under manually operated valves to trigger the plunge process,
which limited the accurate control of these time-periods. Also,
the environment relative humidity (room at RH 10%) and temper-
ature (25 �C) were not controlled to limit evaporation prior to vit-
rification. This is not ideal given that protein specimens can often
be sensitive to concentration changes (increasing salts, buffers
and inter-molecular interactions) due to evaporation. In future
instrument versions, light-weight high-speed motors and encoders
will be utilized to accurately trigger the plunge process and time to
vitrification. Also, an environment chamber will be incorporated to
control the relative humidity and temperature to minimize
evaporation.

Even if the timing parameters and environmental conditions are
accurately controlled, a necessary requirement for generating sam-
ples suitable for cryo-TEM imaging is to vitrify the specimens with-
in a few hundred nanometers of thickness, for optimal imaging
conditions. However, even for reduced contact angles measured
at �15�, inkjet dispensing and vitrification led to large surface
areas of thick ice unsuitable for cryo-TEM imaging (Fig. 5A and
B). Only the areas at the edge of the droplet lend themselves to par-
ticle imaging. Thus, while these results provide initial proof that
inkjet dispensing and vitrification can be used for cryo-TEM sample
preparation and particle imaging, the current method is clearly not
optimal. For surfaces traditionally considered hydrophilic (water
contact angles 10�–15�), the estimated initial central height (prior
to the evaporation stage) for single droplets (�32 pL) on hydro-
philic surfaces is within the 5–10 lm range, unsuitable for cryo-
TEM imaging. We therefore envision the need to further increase
the surface hydrophilicity down to contact angles close to 0� to
achieve large areas of vitrified samples with the desired thickness
(�100’s nm, Supplementary S.8). It has been demonstrated that
‘super-hydrophilic’ substrates (having contact angles close to 0�)
can be achieved by a variety of surface chemical, material deposi-
tion and physical methods (Feng and Jiang, 2006). Realizing such
‘super-hydrophilic’ states on EM grids is currently under study
and is expected to result in larger droplet spread (more imaging
surface area) and thinner vitrified samples suitable for cryo-TEM
imaging.

In conclusion, inkjet dispensing of picoliter to nanoliter volumes
of specimen integrated with grid plunging and vitrification pro-
vides a novel methodology for cryo-TEM sample preparation. To-
wards this goal, a first prototype instrument (Spotiton v0.5) was
developed and preliminary experiments conducted to evaluate
the compatibility of inkjet heads (in this case piezo-electric based)
for macromolecule specimen dispense onto carbon film EM grids
(continuous and holey) with subsequent vitrification and cryo-
TEM imaging.
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